IMPORTANT
UNDERSTAND YOUR RISK
Please read these important
facts about UAV operations
licensing and regulatory
requirements. Don’t put
yourself in an unnecessaily
risky position.
These
points may affect you as a
client and apply to all UAV
suppliers!

CASA Certification
To commercially operate a UAV (or drone as they
are commonly referred to) the pilot and operator
must both carry certification from CASA (Civil
Aviation Safety Authority).
As a real estate agent you need to be aware of
this requirement and not engage the services of
any person or organisation who is not properly
licensed.
Even if a friend or hobbyist offers to operate the
UAV for free for you this is still considered to be
commercial operations as there is a gain being
made through the use of the images or video.
Why should you care? If the operator is not
licensed by CASA they will not have public
liability insurance. If something goes wrong on
a UAV shoot and a person is injured or property
is damaged and the operator is not licensed and
is uninsured, the next person being targeted
by the lawyers may be the agent who engaged
their services. Is this a risk you want to take?

Insurance
Make sure any operator you engage has proper
public liability insurace. There are potential risks
for you as the agent if they don’t.
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Certificates
There are two CASA issued certificates required
for commercial UAV operations.
Firstly the pilot must hold a CASA issued
Remote Pilot Certificate (RPC) or UAV Controller
Certificate (UAV CC).
Secondly the company or operator must hold a
CASA issued UAV Operator Certificate (UOC).
Note that it is not sufficient to just hold a RPC or
UAV CC alone.

Peace of Mind
iNVISAGE Air is CASA certified and holds full
public liability insurance. We are not reliant
on other companies as we hold our own CASA
issued Operator’s Certificate (CASA.UOC.0461)
and are certified to operate various multicopter
aircraft with a takeoff weight up to 20kg. Any
remote pilot operating a UAV also holds an RPC
or UAV CC.
We hold other additional permissions from CASA
that allow us to operate outside of some of the
standard operating conditions.

